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Abstract
Imide-based organic solar cells with their theoretical calculations for small
molecule based organic solar cells are highly significant for designing and
predicting the series of small organic solar cells with non-fullerene acceptors. In
this perspective review, we have provided the series of details about the organic
and inorganic solar cells and why the organic solar cells are highly significant to
avoid the cost issues and large experimental precautions. Secondly, we have
also provided the deep guess about the density functional theory and their
role in the theoretical prediction of the highly reliable tools for optoelectronic
properties. We hope that this perspective report about the organic solar cells
with imide central units and details about the density functional theory opens
the new ways for thinking and designing the large number of various others
optoelectronic materials.
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Introduction
Due to fast consumption of fossil fuels, generation of viable and
most effective viable power becoming important need in future.
This is due to increasing the demand of energy sources from the
people, which are increasing day by day. Most of energy sources are
obtained from the fossil fuels that could be end at one day. Therefore,
researchers and scientist working to develop those energy sources
that are regenerated also as they are used by the human beings.
Demand of energy sources increase rapidly due to the rapid growth
of international economy in different region of the world. Different
development and funding institutions trying to the change scenario
of energy obtained from the fossil fuels to energy obtained from
the natural sources that can be regenerated by the natural process
as they consumed. These renewable energy systems are low cost as
compared to those that are used for the fossil fuels that having a huge
cost [1]. Hydel power, wind power, tidal and solar energy are some
common examples of renewable energy sources that we can obtained
and regenerated from the natural process [2]. Scientist are working
on regenerate this energy sources at a rate equal or fast as its rate of
consumption by the human being throughout the world [3]. These
renewable energy sources are environment friendly and we can be
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obtained large amount of energy from these natural resources with
a little cost [4].
Different technologies and working devices are developed to
change the energy obtained from the natural process like turbine
engine for hydel power, tidal machine for tidal pools, wind driven
turbine and photovoltaic devices for the solar energy [5]. Sun light
is great kindness of God for this world. Form sun light, we can be
obtained energy at amount equal to amount of its consumption
worldwide that is why scientists are working day and night to
obtain a more and more benefits on developing low cost, effective,
environment friendly photovoltaic devices. Annually, earth receiving
the 1.53 TWh amount of energy from the sun light which enhanced
the 161,000 TWh amount of power consumption globally [6]. The
development of highly efficient, low cost, in-expensive and easily
manufactured photovoltaic solar cells devices is important challenge
for the scientists [7]. Many techniques are employing to develop
this type of solar cells such as roll-to-roll printing etc. Photovoltaic
devices show the high efficiencies of power conversions as compared
to the perovskites cells which having a short lifetime. Different solar
cells devices having a different efficiency like solar cells with fullerene
free acceptors reached at 13% efficiency [8] and ternary solar cells at
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12% [9]. Investigation on solar cells have started since 1970 and now a
day it become important need for the world power. Because the earth
absorbs amount of energy per hour equal to the amount of energy
used by the human being per year.
Photovoltaics and solar cells
Photovoltaic is a device that convert the sun light into the
electric energy. The word photovoltaic derived from the Greek two
words “Photo” means light and “Voltaic” mean electric energy.
Photovoltaics contain the large number of solar cells that are made
up of semi-conductor type material for the generation of electricity
[10]. Similarly, solar cells based on electronic materials that convert
the light coming from the sun into the electric energy. Light which
coming from the sun when fall on the solar cells produce a current
and voltage, which generate the electric current further. Solar
cells contain a material that excite the electrons from ground to
higher energy states when light fall on it and secondly moved these
electrons from solar cells to external circuit. Thirdly, the electrons in
the external circuit release own energy and come back in the solar
cells [11]. Different types of materials and devices can be used in
the photovoltaic and solar cells for the conversion of electricity but
the p-n type of semiconductor materials provide efficient results in
energy conversion. Photovoltaic and solar cells are most important
alternative form of fossil fuels that are environment friendly [12].
Generation of voltage in the exposure of solar cells radiations is called
the photovoltaic effect that excite the electrons in the conduction
band due to absorption of photon from the sun light.
A. E. Becquerel in 1983 report the photovoltaic effect between
the Platinum (Pt) electrode and silver chloride (Ag-Cl) electrolyte in
junction and later A. Einstein explained this effect [13]. The devices
that produced the photovoltaic effect in the presence of sunlight is
called the photovoltaic devices, solar cells and photovoltaic cells.
Russel developed the first photovoltaic device by using a p-n junction
of silicon based material. Photodetector and solar cells having same
working principle. In 1870, R. E. Day and W. G. Adam investigate
the photovoltaic effect in the selenium metal with the help of candle
light which led to the invention of selenium based solar cells by
Burno in 1931. The efficiency of selenium based solar cells were less
which increased to 4% by replacing the selenium metal with silicon
in 1954 by Calvin [14]. But now a day, the efficiency of silicon based
solar cells reached at 15% [15]. In the efficiency of photovoltaics, a
lot of development occurs in between the 1957-1960 as its efficiency
changed from 8% to 14% [16]. In 1985, South Wales University
Australia making silicon based solar cells that having 20% efficiency
[17]. A major breakthrough occurs in 1999 when Spectro lab in
collaboration with National Renewable Energy Laboratories make
solar cells of 33.3 % efficiency and this record are brake down by
University of South Wales own hand when it makes solar cells of
34.5% efficiency in 2016 [18]. Photovoltaics play important role in
generation of electricity from the sun light with the help of different
semi-conductor materials that generate the photovoltaic effect [19].
Organic materials as semi-conductors
Organic materials can be used as semi-conductors that having
a capacity to move the electrons in the conduction band [20].
Shirakawa and his colleagues developed a semiconductor material
single and double bond of carbon, hydrogen bond with nitrogen,
hydrogen bond with sulphur and oxygen [21]. They got the Nobel
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Prize in 2000 on developing the organic semiconductor materials.
Organic semiconductor having strong sp2 hybridization, which
enhance the energy difference between the bonding and anti-bonding
due to having a strong sigma bond between the two heteroatoms. In
organic semiconductors upper energy level are denoted by HOMO,
lower energy level by LUMO and gap of energy between the HOMO/
LUMO energy orbitals are denoted by band gap of energy and these
energy levels play important role in the semiconductor properties
of semiconductor materials [22]. Particularly, large size molecules
having a wide band of energy therefore their band gap of energy
between the HOMO/LUMO energy orbitals are small [23].
Only those semiconductor materials make a better and high
efficiency organic solar cells that contain a small energy gaps. Organic
materials in the form of semiconductors based upon two main classes
like polymers and small oligomers [24]. Geometry and design of
organic solar cells are based on the organic semiconductor properties
like excitonic properties and it is called excitonic solar cells [25]. The
materials that made organic semi-conductors are malleable, ductile,
low molecular weight, easily manufactured and having other great
properties [26]. Organic materials that showing semiconductor
properties showed photo-active layer for organic photovoltaic cells
but with the passage of time its demand will be increased due to
having other different semi-conducting properties [27] like OFET
[28], LASER [29], SENSORS [30] and Solar Cells [31] etc.
Photovoltaic organic materials
Photovoltaic effect is responsible for changing sun light into
electric energy from in-organic solar cells with the help of p-n junctions
but now a days in-organic solar cells are replaced with the organic
solar cells that contain semiconductors of organic materials and it is
called organic photovoltaic devices [32]. Organic photovoltaic devices
contain the conjugated molecules that showed strong semiconductor
properties and this device can be classified into further two types like
polymer based and small molecule based organic photovoltaic devices
[33]. But polymer based organic photovoltaic device show high
power conversion efficiency as compared to the small molecule based
organic photovoltaic devices [34]. Whereas, small molecule based
organic photovoltaics are preferred due to having better photovoltaic
properties like higher electron hole mobilities, improved fill factor,
increase Voc, enhance Jsc, easy synthesize procedure and also showing
a strong absorption band in the visible region [35]. Small molecule
based organic photovoltaic cells show high power conversion
efficiency with fullerene acceptors [36] as compared to organic solar
cells of fullerene free acceptors having power conversion efficiency
of < 6% [37] whereas fullerene acceptors having many disadvantages
like weakened the absorption band in visible region, increase the cost
of synthesis, difficulties in handling the tunable energy levels at large
scale and lower the semiconducting properties of organic solar cells.
Factors involving the solar cells designing
Lower energy level of HOMO orbitals, broad absorption band
in visible region, high hole mobilities due to low steric hindrance in
the structure and low band gap energy between the HOMO/LUMO
energy orbitals are important steps in the designing of polymer and
small molecule based solar cells [38]. Moreover, replacement of
different electron withdrawing groups on the acceptors part of organic
solar cells lower the energy level of HOMO orbitals. Moreover, solar
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cells efficiency can be enhanced with increasing the molecular weight
of structure that constitute the solar cells devices [39].
Classification of organic solar cell’s
• Small molecules based organic solar cells
• Polymer based organic solar cells
Small molecules based OSC’s
Present research is totally focused on developing the high PCE’s of
small molecules based OSC’s due to having low cost, easy synthesize
procedure and tunable absorption properties. But it is big challenge
to increase the efficiency of small molecule based organic solar cells
as compared to polymer based organic solar cells which still having
a high efficiency [40]. In both small and polymer based organic solar
cells, gap of energy between the HOMO/LUMO energy orbitals are
very important [41]. Polymer based organic solar cells with A-D-A
type moiety attain great attention due to their solubility, tunable
energy level on large scale and planarity in structure which is called
push/pull structure [42]. Push and pull small molecules based organic
solar cells develop fastly due to their attractive performance [43].
Small molecules based organic solar cells with A-D-A type
moiety contain central donor part of electron and around the donor
part of both end it contain a two electron withdrawing groups that
showing the properties of electron acceptors which is responsible
for the optical and charge transport properties of organic solar cells
[44]. Due to their broad absorption band in visible region, excellent
charge mobilities of electron/hole and using a conjugate bridge in
combination with suitable acceptor-donor-acceptor (A-D-A) pattern,
small organic molecules becoming a very important for developing
organic solar cells [45]. Phenyl C61 Butyric acid Methyl ester used
as standard electron acceptor [46] in developing small molecules
based organic solar cells that with different and unique materials and
showing appropriate frontier molecular orbitals energy levels but
high absorption, stability and charge mobilities are still big challenge
in making high power conversion efficiency of small molecules based
OSC’s [47].
Polymer based OSC’s
Polymer based organic solar cells made up of different semiconductor materials that show fundamental properties in other
memory devices [48], LEDs photodiodes [49], Diode [50] and field
transistor effects [51]. Electronic properties of polymer based organic
solar cells depend upon energy of band gap between the HOMO/
LUMO energy orbitals. Band gap energy in polymer based solar cells
should be narrow which are obtained by designing the central donor
part with high HOMO energy values and ending part (acceptor)
around donor atom with low LUMO energy values which facilitate
the internal charge transfer at the donor/acceptor interface [52].
In polymer based organic solar cells, short exciton diffusion and
dissociation occurred due to their strong electron/hole pairs with
strong binding energy so the generation of free electron and hole
carriers is very difficult to construct a polymer based solar cells. So,
structure with Acceptor-Donor-Acceptor (A-D-A) moiety are used
for efficient transportation of charge in polymer based solar cells
giving upto 60% efficiency [53]. Different electro-chemical process
separates the charge that further separate the electron/hole pairs in
Acceptor-Donor-Acceptor (A-D-A) type materials [54].
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Narrow diffusion length of electron and completely decrease the
external quantum efficiency of polymers. Therefore, perception of
Bulk hetro-junction is used due to their phase separation that occur
at nanoscale which enhanced the transportation rate of electron/holes
[31]. So, the bulk hetro-junction will prefer to enhance the working
abilities of polymers [55]. Polymer based organic solar cells are much
better than small molecules based organic solar cells due to having
small gap of energy between the HOMO/LUMO energy orbitals and
large power conversion efficiency which are still trying to achieve in
small organic solar cells molecules. But low molecular weight that
are helpful in their purification, small molecules are largely used
to construct active layers in organic solar cells [56]. Polymer based
organic solar cells show higher power conversion efficiency due to
their large solution processing abilities as compared to silicon based
organic solar cells [57]. Naphthalene and Perylene Di-Imide based
central donor part are the common examples of polymer based
organic solar cells
Imide based polymer solar cells
Strong absorption band and modification in structure could
be achieved by making the organic solar cells with imide-based
materials. Perylene Di-Imide (PDI) and Naphthalene Di-Imide
[58] are two main building block of polymer based solar cells due
to having large mobilities of electron/holes and show the well match
energy levels with polymer donors which are used as semi-conductor
materials [59].
Imide central unit
Small molecules that contain Naphthalene Di-Imide central unit
with A-D-A moiety are very important in the construction of small
organic solar cells due to their low cost, simple synthesis method,
having broad absorption band in visible region, fundamental
photovoltaic properties and large solubility power in the organic
solvents. Imide based organic solar cells molecules are also important
example of n-type acceptors materials that are very helpful in the
construction of polymer based organic solar cells [60]. Perylene DiImide based fullerene free acceptors are also used in small organic
solar cells by restraining their aggregative effect and enhance their
miscible properties with polymer donor. Due to their planner and rigid
structural unit, Perylene Di-Imide form large sized shining crystals in
the solid form that strengthen the morphological properties of bulk
hetro-junction [61]. In Perylene Di-Imide, aggregation effect can be
control by joining the Perylene Di-Imide units together to form the
dimer or multimer by changing the solvent and structural properties
which are very helpful in aggregation breakdown [62].
Polymers that are made up of fused Di-Imide rings can also
be used as electron acceptors in polymer based organic solar cells.
Dimmer or multimer Perylene Di-Imide units show small gap of
energy between the HOMO/LUMO energy orbitals due to extended
conjugation in their structure and controllable aggregation effect.
Polymer solar cells that contain imide based central donor part are
important example of n-type acceptors [63]. Naphthalene Di-Imide
based fullerene free acceptors show the power conversion efficiency
of 3.07% and improve fill factor 0.69 [64]. These fill factor and power
conversion efficiency of Naphthalene Di-Imide based solar cells are
higher as compared to any previously developed NDI solar cells. The
power conversion efficiency of Naphthalene Di-Imide based fullerene
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free acceptors can be enlarge by introducing the sulphur in their
structure that increase the Jsc and Voc [65].
Organic solar cells
Earliest organic solar cells contain single layered electronic
material that are sandwiched between two conductors of metallic
form in which Indium tin oxide active layer are packed around the
magnesium or aluminum layer which was poor in performance
[66]. The electronic material that are sandwiched when absorb
photon from the sunlight create excited state which are attached to
the molecule on polymer chain. These electrostatic interactions are
managed by the field produced due to two different layers of metals.
Now the electronic material that absorb the photon from the sun light
release the electron to acceptor part that produced the electric current
[67]. Poor performance of single layered organic solar cells led to
the discovery of multi layered organic solar cells which contain two
different type of electronic materials that are sandwiched between
the two conductive layers. In multi layered organic solar cells, only
those electronic material use that have a large ionization energy for
the effective collection of charge at acceptors part .
Tang in 1986 [68] report the new organic materials Organic
Light Emitting Diodes (OLEDs) that showing strong opto-electronic
properties as compared to organic solar cells which are already
exist before 1986. Organic solar cells are basically two main types,
one is containing donor/acceptor absorption material and second
contain the multiple layers of acceptor and donor materials that
showing fundamental properties [32]. Small organic molecules that
are vacuum deposit and large polymer molecules are used for the
construction of organic solar cells [60]. Efficiency of organic solar
cells are directly related to the energy of HOMO orbitals because its
strongly influence on the Voc of solar cells device. To make the highly
efficient organic solar cells device, it should be needed to make its
HOMO energy orbitals highly destabilized and band gap of energy
between the HOMO/LUMO energy orbitals should be minimum as
possible but not less than 0.3 eV for the efficient separation of charge
between the donor (HOMO) and acceptor (LUMO) part of organic
solar cells [47].
Working principle of organic solar cells
Organic solar cells consist of two main parts, acceptor which is
made up of n-type semi-conductor and donor part which is made
up of p-type semi-conductor. The mechanism of organic solar cells
based on the generation of charge specie with the help of sun-light
and divided into four steps; (i) generation of electron/hole pair
with the help of light [42b], diffusion of this generated charge, (iii)
separation of diffused charge and (iv) movement of charge towards
the respective part of solar cells devices like hole move toward the
donor fragment and electron move toward the acceptor part. This
movement of electron and hole will responsible for the generation of
electric current at the donor/acceptor interface [69]. Those molecules
that showing low gap of energy between the HOMO/LUMO energy
orbitals will be highly efficient and show the large power conversion
efficiency [70].
Power conversion efficiency
The term power conversion efficiency are mainly depend upon
the band gap of energy between the HOMO/LUMO energy orbitals,
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Fill Factor (FF), Jsc, Voc, absorption trend in visible region and their
fundamental properties of electron/hole mobility [24]. Fill factor of
OSC’s can be enhanced by lowering the energy of its HOMO energy
orbitals which could led to the large amount of open circuit voltage
occurring at zero current level [71]. Efficiency of OSC’s can also be
enhanced with increasing diffusion rate of generate charge which
than move faster toward their respective poles [72]. But worldwide
scientists are working on a single point agenda which is to decrease
manufacturing cost of photovoltaic devices that it can come in range
of every person. Scientist developed different solar cells devices that
showing range of efficiency from moderate to high like dye sensitized
small solar cells molecules show < 12% power conversion efficiency
normally 11% [73], poly-crystalline solar cells having 12 to 20%
efficiency, silicon based solar cells having 20% efficiency and tandem
solar cells that having multiple layers of Ga-In-P2 and Ga-As showing
one of highest 30% efficiency in the category of recently developed
organic solar cells [74]. Dye sensitized organic solar cells having low
manufacturing cost as compared to all others but its power conversion
efficiency is less from all others [75].
In-organic & organic solar cells
Electron/hole pairs generation in the presence of sun light is one
of main difference between the organic and inorganic solar cells which
only happened in organic solar cells [71]. Previously, it was thought
that conversion of sunlight into the electric energy is totally based
on silicon materials that having strong opto-electronic properties of
inorganic semi-conductors. But now a days, scientist developed solar
cells that are totally depend on organic semi-conductors materials
which replace the inorganic silicon semi-conductors due to their high
cost and week electron/hole pairs generating abilities [25]. It’s true
that efficiency of inorganic solar cells are high but due to high cost
and week absorption band in the visible region scientist community
are moving toward the organic solar cells which having easy synthetic
gateways and strong absorption band in visible range [11].

Computational Chemistry
Chemists playing important role in computational science
development. Computational science mainly covers the area of
chemical, mathematical, quantum calculations and theoretical
calculations of those parameters that we obtained experimentally
after paying a huge income and spend lot of our time in lab. Due to
development of computational science scientist are no need to go in
the experimental labs and work with poisonous chemicals. Now super
computers are come on which we do all our theoretical calculations
with the help of computational chemistry protocols and commands.
In computational chemistry, we find the solutions of problems
which the scientist face after performing a lot of chemical reactions
and synthesis but they not know that the product which they made
or reaction which they run are feasible or not [76]. Computational
chemistry is basically the pre-study of any chemistry process and tell
us that the work which we want to do are feasible or not. With the
help of computation chemistry different quantum calculations are
performed that tell us about the rate of reaction, frequency of reacting
species, oscillating parameters and much more other factors quickly
and fastly. Computational chemistry provides us information about
the absorption trend, reaction intermediate stages, symmetry of
structures, solubility of products and Eigen strength of our structures.
Ann Materials Sci Eng 6(1): id1047 (2022) - Page - 04
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Functionals and models
Computational chemistry work with different functionals,
models and basis sets by involving different orbitals. Each model and
basis sets provide us different results which based on their energy
levels and basis sets. Some models giving us results in very short time
due their calculations occurring immediately but their results are not
reliable because the other models whose results are more reliable are
exist which provide us results in long time based on their functionals
and calculating parameters [81]. So, we say some models best based
on results which they produced in a very short time as compared
to the others functionals whose calculations are occurring in long
time but both types of functionals are working on the principle of
computational chemistry operating ways. Three main points kept
in mind during the selection of functional and models for your
calculations.
Figure 1: Molecular structure of (a) Naphthalene Di-Imide and (b) Perylene
Di-Imide central unit.

Computational chemistry done all the calculation with the help
of Gaussian 09 software that contain the different theories, basis
sets, functionals and other factors each giving us different results
due to their different energy levels [77]. Now the chemistry become
so easy with the help of computational science and their quantum
calculations. Scientists need to sit in their air conditioner room and
work on super computers containing computational software and
operating systems like fedora and Linux etc. All the results which
we obtained from the simulation analysis of our structure are 100%
authentic. We can also perform the aggregation analysis with the
help of this computational chemistry tools [78]. Computational
chemistry tells bond length, dihedral angle, bond positioning and
geometrical optimized structures. In computational chemistry
we can also designed large number of new molecules or derivative
by taking one experimentally reported molecule reference and
matched the opto-electronic properties of newly designed derivatives
and molecules which the scientist community are synthesize
experimentally later. It solves the 80% problems for the scientist to
work experimentally on those molecules on which theoretical study
already done by computational chemistry tools and their calculating
theories. Computational chemistry also provides us the inner view
of our chemical structures and tell us the stability and de-stability of
HOMO/LUMO energy levels [79].
In this research work, we designed many new organic solar cells
molecules with the help of computational chemistry tools and check
their opto-electronic properties, HOMO/LUMO stability, absorption
parameters, geometrical states and others influence factors that are
matched with reference molecules.
Gaussian 09 package
Computational chemistry based on Gaussian 09 package that
provide the authentic, reliable, accurate and faithful results about
our chemical structures. Gaussian 09 package is unique from other
computational chemistry software’s that it can operate in any
Microsoft operating systems like 32 and 64-bit operating systems
[80]. It contains different functionals, models, basis sets, check point
server and other tools which are described in detail as follow:
Submit your Manuscript | www.austinpublishinggroup.com

•

Size of system which you’re under consideration

•

Time in which you want to complete your calculations

•

How many accuracies you want in your results

These three points decided which models and functionals are best
for our theoretical calculations. Most reliable results required long
time and super computers with multiple processor that reduced the
time of our calculations. Some models calculate their jobs in short
time but their results are not reliable [82]. Therefore, authentic and
reliable results require a time and highly working capacity of super
computers with highly advanced processors and their data storage
parts which are only possible in latest Linux operating systems [83].
Ab Initio methods
Ab Initio method work without any experimental results
and complete their calculations which we demand. This method
completes their calculations in long time due to work in the absence
of reference compound results. But their results are more authentic
and reliable in the field of computational chemistry and scientist trust
on this method [84].
Hartree fock method
Hartree Fock method is the main type of Ab Initio method.
In this method, we used the central field of approximation for the
quantum calculations. This approximation work with average
columbic repulsion between the electrons which are responsible
for their repulsive interaction. Hartree Fock method work with two
different ways depending upon whether our molecules are charged or
neutral species [85].

•

Un-restricted Hartree Fock method

•

Restricted Hartree Fock method

Un-restricted Hartree Fock method performed individual
calculations for each electron which is in the paired form. This
method is mainly suitable for ions, radicals and excited states
calculations of molecules. Restricted Hartree Fock method performed
their calculations for the pair of electrons that are in the same pair
and having no contamination of spin. This method is best for paired
of electrons [86].

Semi Empirical Methods
The working principle of semi empirical method is similar like the
Ann Materials Sci Eng 6(1): id1047 (2022) - Page - 05
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Ab Initio method but semi empirical method requires experimental
data of reference molecule for the comparison of results. In every
calculation, we are not interested to calculate each parameter again
and again. In this method we store our result in the library which are
created inside this method that are very helpful in next calculation
based on similar parameters. Like in first calculation, we calculate the
C = C bond length which is 134 Pico meter which should be same
in every structure having same bonding parameter. Semi empirical
method performs their calculations in long time but their results are
not very accurate and most reliable that’s why we need the reference
molecule experimental results in this method for the comparison
of both theoretical and experimental results and found out their
deviation in between both results [87].
ZINDO is sub-class of this method which are large used for
computing the transition of electrons in ultra-violet region of solar
cells spectrum. Austin model is example of this method which are
mostly used for the designing of organic molecules. Zerner-INDO
(ZINDO) method is commonly known as S-INDO (spectroscopicINDO) method because of their largely used for recording the ultraviolet transitions of electrons. To predict the electronic spectra of
any structural compound, ZINDO method are commonly used [88].
ZINDO method are used for any types of compound except that
having un-paired electron to predict their electronic transition and
spectral properties. But ZINDO method don’t provide satisfactory
results during the ground and excited states of molecules during the
geometry optimization stages. To overcome this problem, Austin
model are used for the organic molecules geometry optimization
steps and further theoretical calculations [89].
Austin model 1 (AM-1)
Austin model 1 are largely used for the computational analysis of
organic molecules to predict their formation heat. MNDO method
are less accurate as compared to DHF but it also failed to provide
accurate results in the case of bromine atom. Austin and Parameterization model are used for the organic molecules to provide
accurate results in semi-empirical method. It also depends upon the
system for which we want to use it for the computational analysis of
organic structural compounds [90].
Para meterization 3 (PM-3)
Para-meterization method work on similar route like Austin
model but it has more reliable parameters that increase the
authentication of its results. In comparison of Austin model and
Para-meterization method to study the theoretical properties
of organic molecules, Para-meterization method provide more
authentic results over the Austin model and its reliability are more
as compare to the Austin method. Para-meterization method also
provide us reliable results in the case of bromine and hydrogen atom
which we not obtained with Austin model [91]. But calculation of
bond energy will be occurring more accurately in the case of Austin
model. So, both Austin model and Para-meterization method having
some advantages and disadvantages but overall both these methods
provide authentic results as compared to the semi-empirical method
because both Austin and Para-meterization methods perform their
calculations on logarithm principle [92].
Gaussian theory
Three main types of Gaussian theory like G-1, G-2 and G-3
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are very important in the computational chemistry for theoretical
calculations of organic molecules electronic properties [93]. These
three Gaussian theories were developed due to finding an error in
calculating the ground states energy of organic molecules with the
help of Ab Initio method. These ground states energy of organic
molecules are further confirmed with different equations to make our
results authentic and reliable because Ab Initio method missing some
calculations during the computational analysis.
Density functional theory
Dirac, Fermi, and Thomas working together on the computational
chemistry and developed a theory known as Density Functional
Theory which is one of the most authentic and reliable theories in
all over the previously existed computational theories. Professor
Kohn got the Nobel prize in chemistry in 1998 on giving the idea of
Density Functional Theory [93]. This theory explained the electronic
properties of the organic and inorganic compounds in the term of
density and quantum mechanics. Density Functional Theory are
largely used in computational chemistry for theoretical analysis of any
compounds and provide most authentic and reliable results from all
other theories of computational chemistry [94]. Density Functional
Theory become most authentic computational chemistry method for
calculating any parameters within shorter time and generate authentic
results. Density Functional Theory containing many functionals
like LSDA, BPV86, B3LYP, CAM-B3LYP, B3PW91, MPW1PW91,
PBEPBE, HSEH1PBE, HCTH, TPSSTPSS and WB97XD [95]. Density
Functional Theory results can also make more authentic by involving
valence shell electronic orbitals like p, d, and f orbitals with large
number of basis sets. Bond length, bond angle, absorption spectra’s,
stability and destability of any designed compounds, different optoelectronic properties and excited states energy can easily be calculated
with the help of this theory [96].
Density Functional Theory are totally based on the density of
electrons which provide us the energy of whole systems and electronic
density also tell us the number of electrons that exists in whole
systems. It was observed that large electronic density is found around
the bond and atoms in respective molecules. Density Functional
Theory help the Schrodinger wave equation to apply in every type
of systems which fall before the discovery of this theory [97]. This
theory provides accurate results for those systems which have
minimum degree of freedom which can be reduce with the help of
Born Oppenhemer rules like the moment of ions and electrons can be
compared when their both ionic and electronic force will be in same
direction. During the comparison of both electrons and ions, it was
observed that ions move with the massive speed as compared to the
electrons and their kinetic energy is also small from electrons. When
ions are moving electron will respond quickly which is explained by
the Born Oppenhemer rules. Electron consider to be in the ground
state during the calculation of ions which are helpful in calculating the
total energy of system. The Born Oppenhemer rules are applied only
when the nucleus considers to be in stationary phase and electrons
are in moving phase in any systems [98]. Density Functional Theory
reduce the time of theoretical calculations which gives it priority
on selecting from other theories for the computational calculations
within a shorter time. Hartree Fock method provide us results that
are based on the wave functions whereas Density Functional Theory
make their whole calculations based on electronic density.
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Review of Literature
Demand of solar energy production increase dur to easy
availability of sun light, low cost energy conversion systems, no need
of its maintenance many time and strong outcome voltage which are
used in our daily energy consumption requirements [99]. Solar energy
is free from dust and easily obtained from the sun light with the help
of different solar cells devices [40]. Researchers developed various
alternative energy sources from the fossil fuels but solar energy is best
from all other due to its low cost and strong output efficiency. Large
number of factors are strongly influenced on our demand of energy
[5]. Computational chemistry brings a lot of change in the field of
science and are largely used to design new molecules that having better
absorption properties in the visible range as compared to already
existed molecules. Thermodynamics explain the mathematical term
of chemistry and describing the energy, heat of formation, reaction
kinetics and entropy parameters in detail of any occurring reactions.
Computational chemistry performs whole of their calculation with
the help of quantum mechanics that tell us the electronic behavior
in mathematical term. Quantum mechanics also explain the different
electronic and atomic properties and can also explain the different
electronic systems within a short time [100]. Quantum calculations
are totally based on the Schrodinger wave equation and Heisenberg
uncertainty principle that are important parameters of computational
chemistry. Schrodinger wave equation are explained by the following
expression:
Ĥψ = Eψ
In above expression [101], ψ is the same on both side of expression
which is called wave function, E is the energy of system and H is
known as Hamiltonian operator used for the energy of systems.
Photovoltaic materials from bulk hetero-junction
Electron donor and acceptor part are the main components
of thin film bulk hetro-junction solar cells devices. Donor part are
made up of conjugated oligomers, polymers and small molecules
whereas acceptors part comprising of different electron withdrawing
groups. Previously, fullerene derivatives are largely used for electron
acceptors in solar cells molecules due to their high efficiency and great
light dependent physical properties [102]. But due to their high cost,
complex synthesis scheme and absorption properties in the visible
range fullerene acceptors are replace with non-fullerene acceptors
in the modern bulk hetro-junction organic solar cells devices which
consists of thin film active layer that are solution processable and
show large area with a little cost [103]. Properties of polymers can
easily be controlled by joining different monomers units during the
synthesis process which gives us the respective properties of donor
and acceptors in solar cells devices. Earlier 2008, conjugated polymers
were only synthesized and are used for different semi-conductor’s
properties such as OLEDs. But now large variety of polymers are
synthesized and used for solar cells applications to enhance its power
conversion efficiency and provide more output voltages. Polymer
based organic solar cells can also be used to control the opto-electronic
properties of solar cells devices and can also enhanced the rate of
electron and hole mobilities. Synthesis of conjugated polymers are
difficult to handle on small scale that require a special reaction blocks.
But now a day, its synthesis become easy with the help of Stille poly-
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condensation reaction, Gilch synthesis route, Suzuki condensation
reactions Grignard reagent reactions [104].
Comparison of fullerene and fullerene free acceptors
Fullerene and its derivatives are largely used for acceptors
properties in the previous organic solar cells devices. Most commonly
used fullerene derivatives are Phenyl C61 Butyric acid Methyl easter,
Phenyl C71 Butyric acid Methyl easter, Indene C60 Butyric acid and
Indene C70 Butyric acid for the high transport rate of electron and hole
at nano-scale level in the polymers based organic solar cells [105].
Fullerene derivatives show the excellent properties of electron and
hole, high power conversion efficiency and large open circuit voltages
but they also show a huge disadvantage like week absorption band in
the visible region, complex synthesis procedure, face lot of difficulties
during their purification and high cost [106]. That’s why scientists are
trying to develop the fullerene free acceptors in the organic solar cells
devices that overcome this problem which the fullerene acceptors
show in the solar cells spectrum and show the satisfactory results
[107]. Fullerene free acceptors in the organic solar cells increase the
Open Circuit Voltage (Voc) that occurring at the zero-current level,
short circuit current density (Jsc) occurring between the donor/
acceptors terminals, enhance the photovoltaic properties such as
mobility of electron and hole, strengthen the absorption band in
the visible range of solar cells spectrum and increase the stability of
solar cells devices [108]. Perylene Di-Imide, Naphthalene Di-Imide,
Benzo-thiazole and Poly-3 hexyl-thiophene based organic solar cells
are the important examples of fullerene free acceptors of organic solar
cells devices [105].
Fullerene free acceptors in organic solar cells generate a large
amount of charge on providing a little energy which is too small that
we can also neglect it whereas fullerene acceptors requiring a large
amount of energy for the charge generation. This driven energy is
required necessarily for the brake down of strongly bonded electron
at the donor/acceptors interface and this brake down are responsible
for the generation of electric current [109]. Because fullerene
acceptors based organic solar cells need large driven energy for
charge generation, this driven energy when decreased to minimum
point small amount of voltage will be loss that will show the week
absorption band in the visible region. Fullerene free acceptors based
organic solar cells show the 90% quantum efficiency of internal
systems despite having the zero-driven energy because it’s require a
very small amount of energy for the generation of charged electronic
particles which we can be neglected in quantum calculations
[110]. That’s why fullerene free acceptors show strong Voc and Jsc
as compared to fullerene derivatives based OSC’s. But it is still not
clear that generation of charge with small amount of energy are due
to the fundamental properties of fullerene free acceptors or due to
their associated energy levels that occur between the donor/acceptors
interface in fullerene free organic solar cells molecules [111].
Poly 3-hexyl, 2-5 thi-enylene-vinylene polymer showing one of
the smallest band gap 1.65 eV between the HOMO/LUMO energy
orbitals that are synthesized with the help of diene polymerization
reaction and introduced this polymer in thin film active layer of Bulk
hetro-junction organic solar cells molecules with respect to the PCBM
for improving the electronic properties of polymer based organic solar
cells molecules. Polymer blended with PCBM were further analyzed
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by different characterization techniques like UV-Vis spectroscopy,
atomic emission spectroscopy, atomic force spectroscopy, XRD
techniques and thermogravimetric analysis for determine their heat
dependent properties. Maximum 60% efficiency of polymer based
organic solar cells molecules were recorded by blending the polymer
with thin film of PCBM [112]. In this high efficiency polymer based
organic solar cells, polymer act as electron donor and PCBM act as
electron acceptor that were arranged between the aluminum and
indium tin oxide electrode in the form of bilayers. Previously, it was
thought that fullerene acceptors show the large open circuit voltage,
make the solar cells devices high thermally stable, strong LUMO
energy levels, high solution processing abilities and simple synthesis
procedure due to their simple configuration at donor/acceptor
interface [113]. But with the research on organic solar cells devices,
these terms prove wrong which encourage the scientist to develop
fullerene free acceptors in the bulk hetro-junction organic solar cells
devices. Electrodes of commercially available solar cells devices are
designed in such a way that they can tolerate the harmful and severe
conditions of environment like air pressure, large moisture contents
in environment and temperature variations in those devices that
contain reversed structures [114].
Moreover, solar cells devices that based on reversed structures
can be changed by rearranging their bilayer arrangements at donor/
acceptor interface to enlarge its power conversion efficiency [115].
Perylene Bis-Imide are another important example of fullerene
free acceptors that belong to class of n-type semi-conductor.
They show the strong pi-conjugated back bone, attractive light
dependent physical properties, high thermal stability and strong
opto-electronic properties. Perylene Bis-Imide based organic solar
cells molecules show the broad absorption band in the visible region
that are particularly from 400-650 nm range, low energy levels of
LUMO orbitals and show similar properties of small molecule based
fullerene free acceptors [116]. Perylene Bis-Imide sometimes show
strong aggregation effect due to their planner structure that tend to
form the continuous crystallization pattern around which lower the
dissociation of electron and device performance [117]. Solubility of
Perylene Bis-Imide could be enhanced by the substitution of bulky
groups on ortho positions that will create a steric hinderance in their
structure. Perylene Bis-Imide based organic solar cells devices provide
us large power conversion efficiency due to having strong electron
withdrawing groups on the acceptors part. Similarly, thiophene
substitution used to create the organic group functionality in the solar
cells devices [118].
1,1-Dicyano Methylene 3-Indanone and Indacene based DiThiophene are commonly used fullerene free acceptors in organic solar
cells that provide efficient results on large scale power conversion.
Due to their co-planar and rigid structure, these compounds increase
the rate of charge transport between the donor/acceptors moiety,
increase the solubility and inter molecular interactions between the
target molecules. Due to having strong electron withdrawing groups
on the acceptors parts, these molecules show the low HOMO/LUMO
energy levels that increase the Voc, Jsc, strengthen the absorption band
in visible region, increase the electron transport rate and enhanced
opto-electronic properties [119]. Small organic molecules containing
strong electron withdrawing groups in the form of fullerene free
acceptors that are usually joined together with the help of pi-bridges
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which lower its HOMO/LUMO energy orbitals value that are helpful
to enhance the device performance. Bulk hetro-junction organic
solar cells device blended with PBDTTT-C-T electron donor provide
3.93% power conversion efficiency which could be enhanced by
introducing the ethyl-hexyl based spacer in solar cells structure that
will doubled its power conversion efficiency [38]. Similarly, adding
the thiophene based PTB-7 ring their structure, power conversion
efficiency become 6.3% which are further enhance by replacing the
PTB-7 with another PBDTTT-7 fragment that make the 8.4% power
conversion efficiency [120].
Central donor part of organic solar cells plays vital role in
absorption spectra’s, device performance and HOMO/LUMO
energy levels. Donor and acceptors part are joined with each other
with the help of electron withdrawing pi-bridge which also increase
mobility of electrons. In organic solar cells structure, replacement of
C - H group with nitrogen increase the affinity of electron that led
to increase the device performance. Therefore, thiazole based hetero
cyclic compound provide strong electron withdrawing properties due
to having C=N units in their structure [121]. But they show the strong
acceptors properties and large power conversion efficiency with
fullerene acceptors as compared to the fullerene free acceptors due to
their low solution processing abilities in Bulk hetro-junction organic
solar cells. Many fabrication techniques such as roll to roll printing
etc. are largely used to make fullerene free acceptors in organic solar
cells but their low efficiency is still a big challenge to gives satisfactory
results. But scientists are still working to overcome this problems
by introducing thick film in the solar cells structure that having the
100 nm thickness in Bulk hetro-junction devices. But trying to make
large area pinhole free organic solar cells with fine reproduceable
thin films is very difficult on the large scale. This problem can be
overcome to increase the thickness of device around 200 nm that also
improve the absorption of light [122]. But here we need to increase
the rate of charge transfer for the high mobilities of charge, otherwise
recombination will occur between the bi-molecular charge species.
To make high performance thick film organic solar cells, high
crystallinity in structure increase the mobilities of charge carrier
species that provide more output voltages in Bulk hetro-junction
organic solar cells devices. In future, all the fullerene acceptors based
solar cells devices will shift to the fullerene free acceptors due to their
strong absorption band in visible region, low cost, easy synthesize
procedures, excellent photovoltaic properties and great modifications
in their structure on large scale [123].
NDI based acceptors for organic solar cells
Naphthalene Di-Imide based electron acceptors are largely used
in small organic solar cells molecules due to having strong electron
affinity and mobility, strong absorption band and show the similar
energy levels of polymer donor [124]. NDI based organic solar
cells device show 3.07% power conversion efficiency and 0.69 fill
factor which is satisfactory results and encourage the scientist and
researcher to develop more NDI based organic solar cells devices
[64]. In thin film Bulk hetro-junction solar cells device, efficiency
could be increased by decreasing the recombination abilities between
the bi-molecular layers, create roughness on their smooth surfaces
and lower the orientations on their polymer backbones. Scientist
were manufactured the Poly-vinylene and phenylene based donoracceptors fragments in Bulk hetro-junction solar cells that provide
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the satisfactory results. But now the polymer/polymer based solar
cells are also used that contain both donor and acceptors of polymer
form and provide efficient photovoltaic properties within small
amount of sun light [125].
The efficiency of the polymer/polymer based OSC’s reached at 8%
in the recent years [126]. But this efficiency found to be still lower
as compared to fullerene free and fullerene acceptors that showing
minimum 12% efficiency in any system of Bulk hetro-junction thick
layer. The lower efficiency of polymer/polymer based OSC’s is due
to their complex structure and strong interaction between their inter
molecular fragments [127]. That’s why polymer/polymer based Bulk
hetro-junction thick layer system show the difficulties in their phase
separation process that weekend the charge generation process for
the generation of electric output signal. Due to these reasons, it is very
difficult to designed high efficiency polymer/polymer based solar cells
by controlling the morphology of Bulk hetro-junction layers [128].
Different polymer/polymer based solar cells like small thiophene,
medium benzothiophene and large benzothiophene show different
power conversion efficiency due to difference in their structural
properties [129].
Opto-electronic properties of NDI based solar cells
Organic molecules in conjugated form show the better film
forming properties as compared to the oxides of semi-conductor
materials. Electrical properties of NDI based organic solar cells devices
can also be enhanced by making a modification in their molecular
structure on large scale. Due to their planer structure, strong contacts
between their inter molecular pathways and large mobilities of
electrons. NDI based polymer/polymer solar cells found to be an
excellent example of n-type polymer acceptors [130]. Whereas,
fullerene free acceptors in polymer/polymer solar cells are not largely
used due to their complexed inter molecular layers between the
silicon and hybrid organic materials which decreased their efficiency.
Silicon in complexed Bulk hetro-junction devices provide large power
conversion efficiency due to their highly crystalline structure but cost
of silicon is also high which increase the cost of energy conversion
that push the scientist to develop low cost organic solar cells based on
semi-conductor materials of organic materials. Amorphous silicon
solar cells can be manufactured by depositing the layer of silicon on
glass/metal substrates in the range of 1µm thickness with the help of
vapor deposition method at high temperature. But temperature will
lower as 75ºC in the case of depositing the silicon layer on plastics
[131]. In this form, pi-layers having small sequence in cell structure
but this single small pi-payers decreased the 15-35% power output
during the generation of electrical output from the sunlight [132].
Decreased in their power output were explained by the two
scientist Staebler and Italian scientist named Wronski which is called
Staebler-Wronski effect [133]. To overcome this issue, thin films are
used across the strength of electric field that will stable the device in
the case of harmful temperature conditions. But thin films will show
the week absorption band and low efficiency in OSC’s which can be
improved with increasing the thin layer numbers which are joined
together in overlap pattern like the top of one another. Single layer
silicon based solar cells show low device performance as compared
to the multiple layered organic solar cells that capture the maximum
amount of sun light and provide more current density at low voltages.
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Amorphous single silicon layered show the maximum 7% efficiency
whereas the efficiency of crystalline silicon is 18% [134]. OSC’s
efficiency can be enhanced by introducing crystallinity in solar cells
structure that increase the solution processing abilities which are
very helpful for further fabrication of Bulk hetro-junction solar cells
devices. The 7-10% decrease in the efficiency of amorphous silicon
are explained by the Staebler-Wronski effect when placed in sun light
for the generation of charge carrier [135]. The only benefit of single
layered amorphous silicon based solar cells are they having low cost
in comparison with multiple layered tandem type solar cells devices
that need special conditions for their synthesis which increase their
manufacturing cost.
DFT Study of acceptors molecules
Density Functional Theory are largely used for the optimization
of excited and ground states geometries. Fullerene free acceptors
show the excellent solution processing properties in the construction
of Bulk hetro-junction solar cells devices. Power conversion
efficiency of Perylene Di-Imide based organic solar cells are higher
as 6% as compared to the Naphthalene Di-Imide based solar cells
devices which show 3.07% efficiency and fill factor of 0.69 [64].
Perylene Di-Imide show the strong interactions between their inter
molecular orbitals which increase the planarity in structure and phase
separation that enhance the rate of electron mobility in solar cells
devices [136]. Absence of organic materials that show the excellent
properties of semi-conductor is the major hurdle in the way to
develop non-fullerene acceptors in organic solar cells devices. Better
semi-conductor materials are responsible for the acceptors charge
transport properties, solvation ability in organic solvents at suitable
energy levels and their morphological characteristics. Naphthalene
Di-Imide are also largely used in the form of dye material that change
the absorption levels on constructing the device at large scale and
can perform the modifications in device structure easily with this
material. In the case of Bi-NDI (Bismuth-Naphthalene Di-Imide),
methyl group substitution was replaced with large chain of alkyl
group and perform their theoretical calculations with the help of
DFT by using different functionals and basis sets and then compare
all results with the experimentally reported data [137].
In between the Vinyl and Naphthalene Di-Imide groups, torsion
angle can be recorded with the help of different states. HOMO/
LUMO wave functions were completely delocalized in their structure
due to great electronic and semi-conducting properties of Vinyl
blended with Naphthalene Di-Imide based solar cells structure
[138]. Perylene Di-Imide based fullerene free acceptors are largely
reported which contain the n-type acceptors of semi-conductor
materials. Perylene Di-Imide based solar cells show the large thermal
stabilities, strong electron withdrawing groups at the acceptors part,
high power conversion efficiency, excellent absorption properties
and great mobilities of electron. Perylene Di-Imide show the better
opto-electronic properties as compared to the fullerene acceptors
based solar cells devices and their opto-electronic properties are
further improved by replacing the imide group with sulphur atom in
their structure that provide the more Voc and Jsc [139]. But replacing
fullerene acceptors with fullerene free acceptors in organic solar cells
devices will cause difficulties in frontier molecular orbitals, decrease
the absorption in visible range and lower their fabrication process
that form crystallization during the synthesis. Whereas fullerene free
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acceptors show the absorption band which are tunable at large scale
by replacing the acceptors moieties at the end of solar cells structures
that increase the extinction co-efficient of electrons for the generation
of current [113].
LUMO energy levels also play important role in the electron
transfer and open circuit voltage, so its stability is also very important
which are achieved by using the polymer donor that reduce the energy
loss during the process of electron transfer in the presence of sun light.
Bulk hetro-junction solar cells devices are modified with the passage
of time from small, electron deficient and planner organic molecules
to fullerene acceptors and now with fullerene free acceptors that
show the easy synthesis procedure and strong absorption properties
in the visible region. Now a day, scientist trying to develop solar
cells devices that show the large power conversion efficiency with
the help of fullerene free acceptors in their structure [109]. Because
fullerene acceptors will become the un-stable in the air pressure,
extreme temperature conditions, show the narrow spectral band in
visible region and high cost of production [123]. Semi-conductor
materials in the form of fused ring like rubrene and pentacene show
large mobilities of electron particularly in the range of 20cm2 V-1 s-1
[140]. LUMO energy levels can be lowered by introducing the amide,
imide and cyano groups based electron with-drawing units in the piconjugated structure of semi-conductor materials because energy of
π*- level in electron with-drawing groups are closed to LUMO energy
level that will stabilize the LUMO orbitals. This strategy changes the
donor fragment into electron acceptor units like Rylene to Rylene DiImide system. In 2007, Zhan et.al. designed the Perylene Di-Imide
based polymer acceptor that show the great photovoltaic properties
in polymer based solar cells devices [141].
But system based on fused rings show strong aggregation effects
due to having highly planner structure that result in formation
of crystalline domain which is around 1 µm in range particularly
in the case of Rylene Di-Imide [142]. This crystalline domain will
reduce the charge separation abilities at acceptor/donor interface,
lower the efficiency of polymer based solar cells and enhanced the
phase separation in the formation of Bulk hetro-junction solar cells.
To overcome this issue, side chains that are rigid and plane are
introduced in fused rings which lower the aggregation and planarity
effect in their structure. Naphthalene Di-Imide based solar cells are
the important example of polymer based solar cells which contain
highly electron deficient electron core which require necessarily in
the formation of n-type semi-conductor material. Therefore, NDI
based polymer show the excellent electron capturing properties
when blended it with comonomers and imide group in the structure
of NDI can easily be replaced with other substituents for increasing
its solubility in the formation of thin film Bulk hetro-junction
solar cells [143]. Perylene Di-Imide have small molecular weight
as compared to the Naphthalene Di-Imide due to having small
conjugated core. Moreover, replacement of imide group with other
substituents increase the crystallinity in their structure, improve their
morphological properties, phase separation and blending properties
of polymer. Purification of NDI based polymer can be controlled
during the addition of NDI monomers that facilitate the formation of
highly crystalline and planner polymer structure [144].
Based on this principle, large variety of NDI polymers are
synthesized that provide satisfactory results and efficient separation
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of charge at the donor/acceptor interface. Star shaped NDI polymer
named NDI-2-OD-2T are also synthesized which are known as N2200
[145]. N2200 show the high mobility of electron and are strongly
recommended for the construction of fullerene free acceptors in the
polymer based organic solar cells structures. NDI based polymer when
blended with P3HT giving the efficiency of 0.16% [146], with 1/ P3HT
gives 1% efficiency by changing the solvents and solubility conditions
and with the mixture of Chloro-Naphthalene and p-xylene gives
1.4% power conversion efficiency [145]. These experiments tell us
that NDI based polymer solar cells having different power conversion
efficiency under the different conditions by using the different
solvents and different reaction conditions. But NDI based polymer
blended with BDT system containing the donor/acceptor fragments
show the power conversion efficiency of 4-6% in the last two years. It
was also observed that power conversion efficiency of polymer based
solar cells depend upon the molecular weight of donor part. Larger
the molecular weight of donor part, larger will be the crystallinity in
their structure and larger will be their intermixing abilities with the
acceptors part that harvest the more sunlight and provide the more
Voc, large efficiency and their PCE’s reached above 5% [147]. So, the
efficiency of polymer based solar cells can be enhanced by increasing
its molecular weight by joining the large number of monomer units in
their structure but it will increase the cost of device which is a major
issue in power conversion process of solar cells devices.
Overview of solar cell types and efficiency
Different type of solar cells showing the different power
conversion efficiency depending upon their structure and Bulk hetrojunction thin film active layers. Mono-crystalline based silicon solar
cells show 22-24% [148] power conversion efficiency whereas polycrystalline based silicon solar cells show small power conversion
efficiency as 18% [149] from their mono-crystalline counterpart.
The manufacturing cost of poly-crystalline based silicon solar cells
are low as compare to the mono-crystalline silicon solar cells but its
power conversion efficiency is low which discourage the scientists
which are working on it. Poly-crystalline based silicon solar cells
require special reaction conditions for their manufacturing whereas
amorphous based silicon solar cells can easily be made by creating its
layer on metal or glass substrate with the help of sputtering process
which lowered its cost from the commercially manufacturing process
[150]. We can also enhance the efficiency of solar cells by making
improvements during the designing of organic solar cells structures.
PERL solar cells show the 24% power conversion efficiency due to
their pyramid structure that increase the area of absorption in the
presence of sun light [151].
Solar cells that are manufacture from the same materials contain
the same p/n junction. But the solar cells that are manufacture
from different materials have large manufacturing cost due to the
involvement of different materials and show different absorption
properties so the overall absorption band will become week due to
counter fight of dissimilar materials. Moreover, to handle different
materials in same solar cells devices require special conditions
and interrupt the charge separation process at the donor/acceptor
interface. Like by making the solar cells with Ga-As layers show
different wavelength as compared to those solar cells that are made
with Al-Ga-As layers that show the week absorption properties
from the first one that contain few different materials in their
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composition as compared to the second one that have more different
components in their composition [152]. So, high efficiency of solar
cells can be achieved only to use minimum different components
in their composition and to form strong homo-junction layers
that will make the efficient separation of charge at donor/acceptor
interface. Passivative layers in their structure remove charge trapping
and dangling bonds which increase the gap of energy between the
HOMO/LUMO energy orbitals and lower the absorption band in
visible range.
Amorphous solar cells based on silicon and germanium materials
also have passivative layers of hydrogen atom like Ge-H and Si-H
which reduce their charge trapping strength at the acceptors moiety
that lower the absorption band and power conversion efficiency
of solar cells devices. Solar cells efficiency can be enhanced by
connecting large number of the cells in a series to make planner like
pattern and add more crystalline units in their structure that enhance
its solubility power and crystallinity that are helpful in making thin
film Bulk hetro-junction active layer. This type of solar cells is called
tandem solar cells. Tandem solar cells form two p/n junction layers
in which the first one layer contain high gap of energy between the
HOMO/LUMO energy orbitals as compared to the second layer
[153]. These two layers are basically made up of two different solar
cells that are connected in a series in which first solar cells show week
absorption band while the second one generates the strong band of
absorption in the visible region. Tandem solar cells show high power
conversion efficiency due to containing two different solar cells that
absorb the large amount of sun light but their manufacturing cost are
also increased due to connecting the two solar cells in series. Tandem
solar cells can also be made by using germanium and silicon material
with passivative active layer of hydrogen atom [154]. This type of type
of tandem solar cells have low manufacturing cost and high-power
conversion efficiency.
Cadmium Telluride (Cd-Te) thin film solar cells
Cadmium Telluride (Cd-Te) thin film solar cells is one of the
earliest developed photovoltaic technology that having low cost and
easy synthesis scheme [155]. Cd-Te based solar cells exhibit the small
gap of energy between the HOMO/LUMO energy orbitals which is
about 1.5 eV, high opto-electronic properties and large stability in
their chemical structure. Due to these benefits, scientist paying a
huge attention towards the Cd-Te based solar cells. Due to their small
band gap, Cd-Te thin film solar cells lower the hurdles in the way to
absorb more sun light and provide strong open circuit voltage. It can
be manufacture easily be making the sandwich between the cadmium
and sulfide layer which show the diode junction in their circuit
potential. Cd-Te based thin film solar cells can be made by creating
the layers of poly-crystalline material on metal or glass substrate
which are made first from the same poly-crystalline material on which
we deposit these layers. As we know Cd-Te based thin film solar cells
having 1.5 eV band gap of energy between the HOMO/LUMO energy
orbitals and showing 5× 1015 cm-1 molar extension co-efficient [156].
Therefore, its power conversion efficiency found to be 9-11% in range
[155a,157]. Cd-Te based solar cells show the malleable, ductile and
flexible properties which make its easy deposition on the polymer
substrates. But its efficiency can also be affected like other solar cells
devices in the harmful conditions of environments. Because the
cadmium is heavy metal so it can cause difficulties for the human
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body, plants and animals on its handling due to their toxic and
carcinogenic effects. So, its disposal require special attention and its
recycling process is also typical and heavy cost which create difficulties
for our society and environmental conditions [158]. Harmful effect of
cadmium discourages the scientists and research community to make
its usage in the construction of thin film organic solar cells [156,159].
Copper indium gallium selenium thin film solar cells
CIGS thin film solar cells consist of four different components
and it is commonly known as quaternary semi-conductor material
[158a,160]. CIGS thin film solar cells are directly effect on the gap of
energy between their HOMO/LUMO energy orbitals due to having
four different components in their composition that are strongly
influenced on the absorption band of solar cells spectrum. CIGS
thin film solar cells show the 10-12% power conversion efficiency
which is little bit higher from the Cd-Te based thin film solar cells.
CIGS based thin film solar cells can be manufacture with the help
of different techniques like evaporation, electro-chemical coating,
sputtering, electronic beam deposition and printing process [161].
Sputtering technique used for the synthesis of CIGS based thin film
solar cells can be categorized in to two types; multiple sputtering
process which involve the deposition of all the four components
first and then mixing it in the sputtering chamber, and the second is
single sputtering process in which all the four different components
mix immediately after their addition in the sputtering chamber. CIGS
materials after sputtering process can be deposited on the glass, steel,
polymer and aluminum substrates [155a]. CIGS based thin film solar
cells are particularly long life due to their excellent tolerated capacity
in the harmful conditions of environment. Moreover, CIGS show the
strong solvating properties in different types of solvents that increase
its working capacity and power conversion efficiency from other
commercially developed thin film solar cells devices [157,162].
Nano crystal based solar cells
Solar cells that are manufacture with the help of nano-crystals
commonly known as Quantum Dots that show the excellent properties
of semi-conductor materials. Nano-crystals solar cells are made up of
transition metals that having the size of nano particles on the basis
we say it nano-crystal solar cells. The name Quantum Dots are given
to the nano-crystal solar cells due to their small size particularly in
the range of few nanometers. Mostly Quantum Dots contain porous
TiO2 and porous silicon based materials in their composition [163].
In modern solar cells devices, Cd-Te, CIGS and silicon based semiconductor materials are replaced with nano-crystal semi-conductor
materials. Nano-crystals thin film solar cells can be made by mixing
the nano-crystals in heating bath and then deposit these mixture onto
the silicon substrate. Due to centripetal force, these nano-crystals
flow and rotate very fastly. In conventional solar cells which are
made from normal semi-conductor material, when it absorbs the
photon from the sun light the electron will go in the excited states
leaving behind the hole which is called hole/electron pair. But in the
case of Quantum Dots that consist of special type of semi-conductor
materials, when it absorbs the photon from the sun light it will create
more than one hole/electron pair particularly two or three and in
some case seven hole/electron pair observed [159a,164].
Polymer based solar cells
Solar cells that are based on polymer substrates showed flexible
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properties. Tang et.al. report the first polymer based organic solar
cells [165]. Polymer solar cells are manufactured by connected
series of thin layers and coated these layers on ribbon or polymer
foil. Polymers solar cells device based on the fullerene acceptors
and polymer donor which can be of various types like conducting
polymers that show strong absorption properties [166]. In 2000,
Shirakawa, Heeger and Mac Diarmid awarded the Nobel prize in
chemistry for the discovery of conducting polymers. All solar cells
work on same principle whether they based on polymer or organic
materials. Polymer and organic solar cells convert the solar radiation
into the electric current with the help of photovoltaic effect [167].
Yu et.al. synthesize the PPV polymer solar cells that show the large
efficiency and their efficiency are further enhanced to 3.0% by the
later research work which made improvements in their structures
[168]. After the discovery of first polymer solar cells, large number of
different polymer materials are used for the conversion of sun light
into electricity. Polymer solar cells are largely used to develop sun
light converting devices in fabrics and textiles due to their flexible
properties [169]. Organic photovoltaics which can be polarized with
the help of recycling process increase the working capacity of solar
panels, sun light capturing liquid crystals and photovoltaic devices
[170].
Perovskite solar cells
Solar cells that are made up of in-organic materials show the
large power conversion efficiency as compared to the commercially
available solar cells. Inorganic materials based solar cells are generally
known as perovskite solar cells. Firstly reported perovskite solar cells
are made up of calcium and titanium di-oxide crystals. This perovskite
solar cells contain two cations and one anion in their structure that
particularly show the geometry of ABX3 type in which A and B are
cations whereas X represented the anion. Large number of in-organic
materials based solar cells have been reported which show the large
power conversion efficiency like the lead halide based perovskite solar
cells but these in-organic materials show two disadvantages like toxic
properties and huge cost both these factors show the negative effects
on our environment and society [113]. Perovskite solar cells generally
show the large power conversion efficiency as 22% from the organic
solar cells but its cost is high and show harmful aspects. Perovskite
solar cells consists of mesoporous scaffold electron transporting
layers which made up of doped fluorine tin oxide particles. Recently
developed perovskite and dye sensitized solar cells show the high
efficiency from previously developed solar cells devices [171].
Organic solar cells and perovskite solar cells are different from each
other due to their different mechanism of charge generation but
mechanism of energy conversion is same in both devices. Perovskite
solar cells devices show the large stability in the harmful of condition
of environment and extreme temperature conditions [172].
Dye sensitized solar cells
Recent researches are totally focused to increase the conversion
efficiency of the solar cells by making improvements in their molecular
manipulation and use nanotechnology in their light converting
process [173]. Michel Gratzel was the first scientist that report the dye
sensitized solar cells by adding the dye materials between the more
than one different electrodes [158a,161b]. Dye sensitized solar cells
contain four main components in their structure like redox mediator,
counter electrode, dye sensitizer and semi-conductor electrode [174].
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Dye sensitized solar cells can easily be synthesized with different
techniques like printing and show the flexible properties that make
its structure highly transparent and reduce the manufacturing cost.
Their efficiency is greater than 10% due to having the grained nano
titanium di-oxide coatings that provide the visible range of absorption
[175]. But stability of dye sensitized solar cells is less as compared
to the perovskite solar cells due to their complicated dye molecules
de-gradation process. Low quality of sensitizer in this device reduce
the efficiency whereas the high quality increases the manufacturing
cost of dye sensitized solar cells. Infrared and ultraviolet radiations
generally de-grade the dye molecules that decreased the stability,
lifetime and efficiency of dye sensitized solar cells [155a].
Concentrated solar cells
Concentrated solar cells were largely developed in 1970 [176].
Concentrated solar cells harvest the more sun light with the help of
their tiny region on the top of photovoltaic devices. It contains the
large number of lens and mirrors that focus the light coming from
the sun to the tiny region on the top of their device which provide
the large power conversion efficiency. Concentrated solar cells work
on the optics principle for focusing the light. Due to large number
of mirrors and lens in their arrangements, concentrated solar cells
produced more heat on the top of solar cells devices that increased its
efficiency from others solar cells devices. Concentrated solar cells show
the excellent opto-electronic properties. It can be categorized in to
three different types like high, medium and low quality concentrated
solar cells depending upon which quality of lens used for focusing the
sun light on the top of device. Concentrated solar cells show the large
efficiency like > 40% and can be manufacture in the range of different
size which control its photovoltaic properties [177].
Bio-hybrid solar cells
Bio hybrid solar cells made by combining the in-organic and
organic materials together. Firstly reported bio hybrid solar cells
were made from complex photoactive protein that was located
on the thylakoid membrane which increase the natural process of
photosynthesis that led to more power conversion efficiency. Bio
hybrid solar cells belongs to new type of renewable energy sources
[178]. Thylakoid membranes absorb the large amount of energy form
the sun light and convert it in to the chemical energy that led to the
generation of electric current in the bio hybrid solar cells. These solar
cells also contain the large amount of other in-organic materials but
complex protein layers are introduced in the form of gold layers
after some days which become the thin layer that enlarge the PCE’s
of solar cells device. Bio hybrid solar cells are still not a well-known
and scientists are still working on it to improve its properties. After
removing the thylakoid membranes from the device, it was observed
that density of electric current increase 1000 times more as compared
to the those which contain the thylakoid membranes in their
structures. Photovoltaic properties of bio hybrid solar cells can also
be modified by arranging their organic and in-organic layers [179].
Buried contact solar cells
BCSCs can be made with the help of metals buried in grooves
that are formed in the inner side of laser. The efficiency of BCSCs
are 25% which is higher from the commercially developed screen
printed solar cells [180]. Metal buried in the BCSCs provide the large
height to width ratio. This will provide the large contact of metal with
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finger that will increase the power conversion efficiency from 2-3%
from the printed screen solar cells in which 10-15% efficiency loss
occur. So, small amount of sun light is reflected in the BCSCs which
increased its Jsc and Voc. But BCSCs provide less resistance against
the parasite attacks due to having the large ratio of metals contact
with the finger. Emitter resistance can be reduced in the BCSCs by
lowering the space between the finger and their metal contact. Large
metal volume particularly the cooper in laser grooves decrease the
resistance against current density and lower the grid resistance in
their device performance. BCSCs provide the low contact resistance
as compared to their screen printed counter parts due to having the
large amount of nickel silicide in their metal and semi-conductor
interface. Low resistivity’s of BCSCs provide us large fill factor that
increase the device performance and efficiency [181].
Black silicon solar cells
Black and crystalline silicon solar cells are similar with each other
in their photovoltaic properties. Silicon is common material used to
manufacture the both types of solar cells. In black silicon solar cells,
silicon absorbs the large amount of energy from the sun light and
provide more output voltages. Black silicon solar cells are mostly
suitable for those areas that having few sun light sources because it
requires small amount of solar radiations and provide more efficiency
due to their black colour on top of solar panel [182]. Black silicon
solar cells can be made by adding thick nano scales like needles on the
top of silicon materials. It also shows the small reflective properties
against the sun light that increase its power conversion efficiency.
Moreover, black silicon having low cost as compared to their white
silicon counter parts and not require any anti-reflection coatings on
the top of solar panels for harvesting the more sun light. But black
silicon fails to provide satisfactory results in the re-combinations of
charge carrier that are generated after capturing the sun light. Silicon
material absorbs the photon from the sun light that will excite the
electron from ground to excited states and leaving behind the hole
that will responsible for the generation of electric current.
Shape of laser pulse can be changed with the help of pulse laser
shape equipment in the laser formation process of black silicon [183].
Changing shape will damaged the less crystals during the interaction
of laser and silicon which lower the loss of re-combinations on
surface. Structuring of laser produced the texture and emitter on
front side that enable the silicon to absorb infra-red region of solar
cells radiations. After structuring the laser, evaporated fronts are
contact with each other which facilitate the rear printed contact on
the screen. Here the no need for the isolation of edge because only
emitter formed on front side. This process generates the pulsed laser
in the range of few femto-second that displayed on the top of black
silicon solar cells. As the emitter and texture formed on the front side
they will reduce the cost of production and numbers of un-necessary
steps. Black silicon solar cells provide large amount of current density
particularly in the range of 38 mAcm-2 to 42 mAcm-2 due to absorbing
the infra-red region of solar cells radiations. Without applying any
passivative layers, black silicon solar cells provide 4.5% efficiency
[167].
Plastic solar cells
PSCs are manufactured with the help of fullerene and conjugated
polymers by using the thin film casting technology. To improve the
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photovoltaic properties of PSCs, it is very necessary to lower their
gap of energy between the HOMO/LUMO energy orbitals. PSCs
excite the electrons after capturing the sun light which also stable
the generated hole/electron pairs destabilize their HOMO energy
orbitals that transfer own electron to the acceptor part of device [185].
Electron will move from ground to excited states leaving behind the
hole in the ground states and this charge transfer process complete in
50 femto-seconds. Previously developed PSCs gives 2.5% PCE which
are enhanced by making improvements in their structural properties.
In PSCs, conductivity of hole will be increased by employing the
annealing process at high temperature. Mobility of charge increased
by applying external potential difference in light dependent medium.
Same temperature effect also observed in OLEDs. The 2.5% efficiency
of PSCs enhanced by increasing the temperature and provide 2.7 V
external voltage in combination with the brightness of white light that
increase the power conversion efficiency of PSCs from 2.5% to 3.5%
[185].

Summary
Computational chemistry becoming the important research
tool in modern age to design, theoretical studies and computing the
absorption properties of compounds in research field. DFT is more
reliable theory of computational chemistry that provide us authentic
results which based on electrons density in given systems. In theoretical
designing research work, we can use DFT with a series of functionals
and basis sets for ground state and excited state optoelectronic
calculations. For excited state properties, we can calculate the
absorption properties, electron/holes mobility, solubility strength,
molecular orbitals stability, band gap calculations, open circuit
voltages, oscillating strength and electrons transport contributions
between the HOMO/LUMO energy orbitals of reference molecule
and newly designed organic solar cells molecules. This mode of
research analysis provides us a lot of benefit as (i) no need to spend
a lot of time in experimental labs for checking the series of research
ideas because due to this way of theoretical research, we can firstly
predict the theoretical results and idealize that the design molecules
will be suitable for experimental study or it should be wastage of time
in experimental labs with huge cost. Nowadays, the density functional
theory has been modified with many revisions and its latest version
as Gaussian 16 are also available for more reliable calculations with
low cost. Secondly, as we discussed the NDI based organic solar cells
which are also the prime importance materials now due to their
excellent photogeneration and photoexcitation properties. Their
power conversion efficiency is still lower but scientists communities
are continuously working for their enhancement and improvement
in their charge loss and charge recombination properties to develop
better and high performance organic solar cells with non-fullerene
acceptors.
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